We consider an online scheduling problem in a parallel batch processing system with jobs in a batch being allowed to restart. Online means that jobs arrive over time, and all jobs' characteristics are unknown before their arrival times. A parallel batch processing machine can handle up to several jobs simultaneously. All jobs in a batch start and complete at the same time. The processing time of a batch is equal to the longest processing time of jobs in the batch. We are allowed to restart a batch, that is, a running batch may be interrupted, losing all the work done on it. Jobs in the interrupted batch are released and become independently unscheduled jobs. We deal with an unbounded model where each batch's capacity is sufficiently large. We provide a linear online algorithm with competitive ratio 3/2 for the problem. We also show that the considered problem has no online algorithm using restarts with competitive ratio less than (5 − √ 5)/2.
Introduction
Scheduling a batch processing system has been extensively studied in the last decade. Parallel batch is one of the simultaneous processing models. It means that several jobs can be processed on a machine as a batch at the same time. The starting time and completion time of jobs in a batch are equal, respectively. The processing time of a batch is given by the longest processing time of the jobs in the batch. In the online version each job becomes available at its arrival time, and job characteristics are known until they arrive. Jobs cannot be scheduled before they are released. The objective of the problem considered in this paper is to minimize the time by which all jobs have been completed, i.e. the makespan.
The quality of an online algorithm is measured by the competitive ratio. Let C on (L) and C opt (L) denote, respectively, the makespans of an online algorithm H and of an optimal offline algorithm for an input job list L.
The competitive ratio R H of algorithm H is defined as
In this paper, we use C on and C opt to denote the corresponding makespans without causing any confusion. A new measure called the relative worst order ratio for the quality of online algorithms can be found in Epstein et al. [6] .
Nowadays, there have been lots of results in the field of batch processing systems, including offline scheduling and online scheduling. We state some of them as follows. For the problem 1|p-batch, b|C max , where b is the capacity of the machine, the optimal schedule is given by the FBLPT (full batch longest processing time) rule by Bartholdi (see [9] ). While with the dynamic job arrival and the capacity is infinite, i.e. for the problem 1|p-batch, b = ∞, r j |C max , Lee and Uzsoy [9] presented a dynamic programming algorithm to solve it to optimality in O(n 2 ) time. Online scheduling in a parallel batch machine was studied first by Zhang et al. [12] and Deng et al. [4] . They provided independently online algorithms with competitive ratio ( √ 5 + 1)/2 for 1|p-batch, b = ∞; on-line|C max , and proved that it is the best possible. Poon and Yu [10] showed that for the problem 1|p-batch, b < ∞; on-line|C max , any FBLPTbased algorithm is 2-compatitive, and for machine capacity 2, there exists an online algorithm with competitive ratio 7/4.
In this paper we consider the problem of online scheduling in a parallel batch processing system using restarts. At the moment, we give the definition of restart. A job allowed restarts means that the processing of the job can be interrupted to let the machine process other jobs, and later we have to start this interrupted job from scratch. That is to say, the time spent on the job before interruption is wasted. Being different from a job's restarts, a batch allowed restarts means that we may interrupt the running batch and the processing of the batch is wasted. Then jobs in the interrupted batch are released and become independently unscheduled jobs. Each of them can form new batch with other arrived and unscheduled jobs. Allowing restarts reduces the impact of a wrong decision. In practice, the scheduling needing restarts is widely seen. Cai [3] stated some examples, such as in a metal refinery, burn-in operations in semiconduct manufacturing, running a program on a computer, downloading a file from the internet. The products in those situations require continuous processing with no interruption; if they were interrupted, they must be reprocessed from scratch.
By Bartal et al. [2] and Dósa and He [5] , another related new model is the scheduling with rejection in which the machine can choose either processes or rejects a given job with the total penalty of all rejected jobs being added into the objective function.
For some scheduling models, restarts play an important role. For example, Epstein and Stee [7] showed that restarts help to improve the lower bounds for minimizing total flow time and total (weighted) completion time online on a single machine. Akker et al. [1] gave an algorithm with competitive ratio 3/2 for online minimization of the maximum delivery time on a single machine with restarts. While without restarts, ( √ 5 + 1)/2 is the best possible competitive ratio. Hoogeveen et al. [8] showed that restarts can be used for maximizing the number of early jobs on a single machine, obtaining an (optimal) competitive ratio of 1/2, while without restarts, it is not possible to be competitive at all. Stee and Poutré [11] gave an algorithm to minimize the total completion time on-line on a single machine using restarts with competitive ratio 3/2, while without restarts, e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.582 is the optimal competitive ratio.
In this paper, the parallel batch scheduling problem studied is an unbounded model where capacity b is sufficiently large, i.e. b = ∞. In the following we denote the problem by:
We provide a lower bound of competitive ratio for this problem as (5 − √ 5)/2 and offer a linear-time online algorithm with competitive ratio 3/2 for it. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an instance and prove that there does not exist any online algorithm with competitive ratio less than (5 − √ 5)/2 for the scheduling problem. In Section 3, we present an online algorithm H ∞ for the problem and prove that the competitive ratio of algorithm H ∞ is not greater than 3/2.
A lower bound
In the following we consider the online scheduling problem in a parallel batch processing system allowed to restart. To find a lower bound for any heuristic H , we consider the following instance.
First we give some parameters used in the instance:
• > 0 is a given number which can be arbitrarily small;
• k is a positive integer with x/k < ;
We construct an online instance where jobs arrive as follows. For each pair i and j with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k, we denote by J j i , p j i , r j i , respectively, a job, its processing time and release time.
At time 0, one job J 0 0 with processing time 1 comes. Since restarts are allowed, we may assume H starts it as a single batch immediately.
At time x/k, another job J 0 1 with processing time x arrives. We need to determine whether algorithm H restarts the running batch or not. Assume that at any arrival time, if algorithm H restarts the running batch at that time, other jobs in the sequence will arrive in steps; if they do not, the sequence stops at that time. Jobs in the sequence are:
Their arrival times are defined by:
respectively. In short, we denote them by:
where i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , k. The processing times of these jobs are defined by:
We can observe that r i j and p i j , where i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , k, satisfy:
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. At each time moment r i j (i = 0, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . , k), if H does not restart the running batch (the sequence stops at that point), it pays at least ρ times the optimal cost.
Proof. In fact, without loss of generality, we may assume that H restarts at each arrival time before time r i j+1 , but it does not restart at time r i j+1 . Then we have:
Note that r i j > r i j+1 − p i 0 and p i j+1 = p i k , hence:
Furthermore, according to Lemma 1, we have:
That is
, if H does not restart the running batch (the sequence stops at that point), it pays at least ρ times the optimal cost.
Proof. In fact, we may assume that H restarts at each arrival time before time r i k , but it does not restart at time r i+1 0
0 . Hence:
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4.
At the time moment r k k , H has cost at least ρ times the optimal cost, whether it restarts the running batch or not.
Proof. At time r k k , if H does not restart the running batch, we can reduce this case to that of Lemma 2; if H restarts, then we have
we conclude that
The result of Lemma 4 follows.
Since > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, from Lemmas 2-4, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 5. There exists no online algorithm using restarts with competitive ratio less than (5 − √ 5)/2 for the scheduling problem 1|p-batch, b = ∞; on-line; restarts|C max .
An on-line algorithm
Now we offer an online algorithm using restarts for the scheduling problem studied in this paper. We use U (t) to denote the set of unfinished jobs available at time t. Let p k and r k be the processing time and the arrival time of job J k , respectively. Suppose that the processing time of batch B k is given by job J k , i.e. it is equal to p k . Since the capacity of each batch is unbounded, without loss of generality, we assume that there is only one job arriving at each arrival time.
Algorithm H ∞
Step 0: Set t = 0.
Step 1: At time t, if U (t) = ∅, go to Step 4; otherwise, schedule all jobs in U (t) as a single batch. Find a job J k ∈ U (t) such that J k is a latest one of all longest jobs in U (t).
Step 2: In time interval [t, t + p k ), if no new job arrives, set t = t + p k and go to Step 1.
Step 3: If a new job J h arrives at time r < t + p k , do the following:
Step 3.1: If either p h ≥ p k , or p k > p h ≥ max{ 1 2 p k , r }, restart the running batch, reset t = r and go to Step 1.
Step 3.2: If p h < p k and p h < max{ 1 2 p k , r }, go on processing the present batch and then go to Step 2.
Step 4: If there are still some jobs arriving, set t as the arrival time of the first job and go to Step 1; otherwise stop and complete the schedule at time t.
According to algorithm H ∞ , we consider an arbitrary job list L. Let J l be the last job in L which has arrival time r l and processing time p l . In the schedule given by H ∞ , if all jobs with processing time greater than p l are completed at or before r l , the schedule is obviously optimal. If r l is the completion time of a certain batch and the last batch contains a job J * with processing time greater than p l , then J l can be deleted from the job list without changing the value of C on . Hence, we suppose in the sequel that at time r l there is a running batch B k , which has starting time t and processing time p k . Let J k be the last job in B k with processing time p k . Then r k ≤ t < r l < t + p k . To clarify the implementation of algorithm H ∞ , we present the following four observations about J l and B k . 
Proof. By the implementation of algorithm H
Suppose that p l < p k and p l ≥ max{ 1 2 p k , r l }. Then C on = r l + p k , and C opt ≥ min{r l + p k , r k + p k + p l } ≥ r l + p k , where the first inequality corresponds two possibilities in an optimal schedule: J k and J l belong to either a common batch or two distinct batches. Hence, we still have C on = C opt .
Proof. By the implementation of algorithm H ∞ , there are two possibilities for the starting time t of batch B k : either t = r k or t > r k . If t = r k , then we clearly have C opt ≥ t + p k . If t > r k , then, by the assumption t ≤ p k , B k is restarted at time t by H ∞ . By Lemma 6, we conclude that C opt ≥ t + p k .
Proof. By the implementation of algorithm H ∞ , when r l ≤ p k and p l < max{ 1 2 p k , r l }, H ∞ goes on processing the present batch B k . Suppose that J * , with processing time p * and arrival time r * , is the longest job of the last batch in the schedule given by H ∞ . Then t < r * ≤ r l , and so, we still have r * ≤ p k and p * < max{ 1 2 p k , r * }. Hence, either p * < 1 2 p k or p * < r * . Since H ∞ does not restart at time r * , we have C on = t + p k + p * . Since t < r * ≤ p k , by Lemma 7, the value C opt can be estimated by C opt ≥ t + p k . Hence, C on − C opt ≤ p * .
Note that C opt also has two trivial lower bounds:
In both cases, we have C on /C opt ≤ 3/2.
Lemma 9. Suppose that p l < p k and r l > p k . Then C on /C opt ≤ 3/2.
Proof. By the implementation of algorithm H ∞ , when p l < p k and r l > p k , H ∞ goes on processing the present batch B k . As in Lemma 8, suppose that J * , with processing time p * and arrival time r * , is the longest job of the last batch in the schedule given by H ∞ . Then p * < p k and C on = t + p k + p * .
If r * ≤ p k , then by the implementation of algorithm H ∞ again, we have p * < max{ 1 2 p k , r * }. Let L be the job list obtained from the job list L under discussion by deleting all the jobs with arrival time greater than r * . Let C opt be the makespan of L obtained by an optimal off-line algorithm. Then C opt ≤ C opt . By Lemma 8, we have C on /C opt ≤ 3/2. Consequently, C on /C opt ≤ 3/2.
Suppose in the following that r * > p k . If t ≤ p k , then, by Lemma 7, we have C opt ≥ t + p k . If t = r k , then we also have C opt ≥ t + p k . Hence, in both cases, we have C on − C opt ≤ p * . Note that we also have
Hence, we further suppose in the following that t > max{r k , p k }.
By the implementation of algorithm H ∞ , there is a batch, say B k−1 , processed before B k such that there are no idle-times between B k−1 and B k . Since H ∞ does not restart batch B k−1 at r k , we further have p k−1 > p k , where p k−1 is the processing time of batch B k−1 . Note that C opt ≥ r * + p * > t + p * . Then we have
Now suppose that r k < p k . Then r k < p k−1 . Since H ∞ does not restart the batch B k−1 at time r k , this means that p k < max{ 1 2 p k−1 , r k }. From the assumption r k < p k , we conclude that p k < 1 2 p k−1 . Since C opt > p k−1 > 2 p k , it follows that C on − C opt < 1 2 C opt . Consequently, C on /C opt ≤ 3/2. The result follows. Theorem 10. The competitive ratio of algorithm H ∞ is not greater than 3/2. Moreover, the bound is tight.
Proof. According to the above four lemmas, we conclude that the competitive ratio of algorithm H ∞ is not greater than 3/2. In the following we give an instance to prove that the bound 3/2 for the algorithm is tight.
The first job J 0 with processing time 1 arrives at time 0. By algorithm H ∞ , we start processing J 0 as a single batch immediately. At time , the second job J 1 with processing time C on = 1 + 1 2 − , and C opt = + 1.
It follows that:
C on /C opt = 3 2 − ( + 1) −→ 3/2, as −→ 0.
Hence, the bound is tight.
Conclusion
For the problem considered in this paper, we provided a linear on-line algorithm with competitive ratio 3/2 and showed that it has no online algorithm using restarts with competitive ratio less than (5 − √ 5)/2. This leaves a gap between (5 − √ 5)/2 and 3/2. The same problem with limited capacity of batches is also worthy of further research.
